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Fortnightly Construction Update - # 66

Dundonnell Wind Farm
The Tilt Renewables team is continuing with the construction of the $560 million Dundonnell Wind Farm, located 

approximately 23 kilometres north-east of Mortlake, in the Western District of Victoria. AusNet Services have 

constructed 38 kilometres of 220kV transmission line and a substation, which connects the wind farm to the 

electricity network. 

The Project is now able to test all 80 turbines simultaneously after having moved to a 150 MW hold point, as part 

of the commissioning sequence required by the Australian Energy Market Operator. 

With site works nearing completion, focus is on rehabilitation and project close out works. The on-site quarry 

rehabilitation works are complete while there are ongoing works to rehabilitate temporary construction areas along 

the transmission lines (e.g. re-vegetation around the base of each pole). AusNet services will be managing these 

works.

Expressions of Interest now closed for the Dundonnell Wind Farm Community Fund Committee

We will shortly announce via the Project webpage and October Newsletter the newly formed Committee who will 

help shape the structure of the fund, determine the guidelines and establish a vision for how the annual 

contribution of $50,000 will be distributed among small, largely non-profitable organisations and individuals in the 

community. Please check the webpage for the latest information: www.dundonnellwindfarm.com.au or sign up to 

the newsletter.

COVID-19: While commissioning and rehabilitation works continue on site, specific measures are being implemented to 

reduce the risk of spread of COVID-19. Tilt Renewables and contractors are closely monitoring these measures and changes 

to the wider situation as they develop. The measures put in place will be frequently reviewed and amended as required. 

News Piece of the Week:

This will be our last fortnightly construction update. From now on updates will be shared via our newsletter that is 

distributed every second month, with the October newsletter coming soon. Please subscribe to receive the 

newsletter by email or post, by contacting us at: dundonnellwindfarm@tiltrenewables.com

06/10/2020

Spring weather – snowing on site!
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